
 

 
Stanfield Hut, Ruahine Forest Park 
 
 
WILD FILE 
Access Tamaki West Road, off SH2 via Laws and Top Grass Roads 
Grade Easy-moderate 
Time Car park to Stanfield Hut, 1.45-2hr; Hut to car park via Tamaki River West Branch, 2-2.5hr 
Distance 8.74km 
Accommodation Stanfield Hut ($5, eight bunks) 
Total ascent 465m 
Map BL36 
 
 
DESCRIPTION 
Around 60 huts are scattered around Ruahine Forest Park, most of them built in the 1960s by the Forest 
Service to shelter deer cullers who went bush for weeks on end.  
Stanfield Hut is one of these huts and was named after George Stanfield, a local landowner. It’s two hour’s 
walk from the road end, so is popular as an overnight destination for families, or as a destination on a four-
hour loop walk. 
The Holmes Ridge Track leads to the hut, which starts out by crossing the Tamaki River – an easy, dry-feet 
affair in low flow.  
There is a steep initial climb through regenerating native forest before the track reaches the ridge and an old 
farm road, open and wide. Apart from being a bit rutted in places, it’s an easy undulating walk for about 50min, 
with native bush on one side and scrubby farmland the other.  
The track gets to a wide turnaround bay at which point there is a sign indicating 45min to Stanfield Hut. The 
track is narrower from here and soon enters the bush as it descends to the Tamaki River West Branch. 
The descent is far more gradual than the initial climb to the ridge and crosses a couple of small streams before 
eventually starting to follow the river.   
An old set of signs leads to Stanfield Hut, with the arrow directing trampers further along the river. But this is 
incorrect, as the track now drops to the river at the signs and crosses it to where orange arrows can be 
followed through patches of bush. Then it is a matter of making your own way up the river.   
After about 15min, the route reaches a small side stream on the left (the true right of the river) revealing some 
pink tape tied to bushes. Head up this stream a little way to a large (very faded) orange triangle hidden behind 
a tall shrub. A short steep climb leads to a terrace, and within a couple of minutes Stanfield Hut, a very tidy 
eight-bunker, is reached. 
There are options for the return. This route follows the river, which in dry months will likely be mostly dry. The 
route criss-crosses the river more than 60 times, so in higher water flows it would be best to try a different 
route. The riverbed is fairly wide, quite barren and coated in weeds, including plenty of willow. But looking up 
the sides of the valley, surviving native giants such as rimu and kahikatea break the skyline with their 
grandeur. 
Further down the river, the bed narrows with more obstacles. Staying close to the river will ensure you stay on 
track, and eventually there’s a big orange triangle that marks the track back up to the picnic area where the 
trip began.  
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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